Whisper Valley, a master-planned community in the Manor area, offers a unique package of green features, including solar panels, a
geothermal heating and cooling system, and community gardens.

Whisper Valley showcases sustainable living,
tapping the latest energy-saving solutions
By Will Holford

nfolding in the rolling hills south of
Manor in Travis
County is a community offering a
unique combination of renewable
energy generation, energy-efficient
homes and sustainable living.
Whisper Valley, a 2,060-acre, master-planned
development on FM 973 just east of the Texas
130 toll road, began constructing homes in July
2017. The developers’ goal is that every home
will be capable of producing as much energy as
the home uses.
Each house has rooftop solar panels. An elaborate system of deep pipes use the Earth’s temperature to control the climate in each home. Plots
of land are reserved for community gardens to
grow produce and pastures to raise cattle, all for
residents to consume.
Whisper Valley plans to have 7,500 homes
when the community is built out in as early as
10 years. The vision is a development of seven
“villages,” which would include 2 million square
feet of retail and commercial space, as well as a
public elementary school and middle school in
the Del Valle school district.
The development’s first phase will include
Continued on page 21
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One of the keys was working with Bluebonnet,
to understand the utility’s policies and
business to create a better infrastructure.
— Axel Lerche,

CEO of EcoSmart Solution

A large gray water-cooling tower connects to the geothermal system that heats
and cools multiple homes in Whisper Valley. The cool water in the tower is used on
extremely hot days. Water ﬂows through the grid of pipes deep underground that are
connected to a geothermal heat pump in each home’s attic. The constant temperature
below ground provides cool air in summer and warm air in winter.
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Don’t build a bigger house than you really need
... I spend a lot of time visiting with people
about what they want and why they want it.
— Peter Pfeiffer

Co-founder, Barley|Pfeiffer Architecture
containers? Or did I talk to them about cedar
that’s going to rot? It’s really a frame of mind
more than a single product,” Oliver said.
Last year’s survey of homebuilders found
that single-family builders agree that building in a green way costs more than traditional
home construction, with most estimating an
increase of 5 to 10 percent.
“You’ll spend more at the outset but save
in the long run,” Oliver said. “If we can get
Americans to think about 20 to 30 years versus 5 to 7 years, all of a sudden, your frame of
mind of what you’re going to build changes.
“Three big components in a house that account for up to 60 percent of energy waste in
a home in America are windows, insulation
and AC systems. For those three, we try to
talk people into spending more money. It will
pay for itself.”
Some simple rules that don’t cost money include siting and orienting the home to minimize the size and number of windows facing
east and west. When windows face south or
north, they receive passive solar heat in winter
and avoid direct sunlight in summer.
“Windows are the weak link in the project,” said Darren Heine, president of BBA
Architects in Brenham, whose clients have included Bluebonnet Electric Cooperative. “If a

home is sited wrong, where there’s a tremendous amount of solar heat coming into the
house, you’re just working against the curve.”
Energy efficiency isn’t only about construction. “You have to do preventive maintenance
of all the energy systems in your home,” said
Ross Britton, a managing partner at U.S.
Ecologic, which provides energy-efficient and
green-building consulting to builders and
homebuyers in Central Texas.
“Whether it’s a tankless water heater,
HVAC system, a solar system — anything
mechanical needs maintenance and upkeep
in order to perform at its optimal level and
keep your energy efficiency as high as possible,” he said.
“Landscaping is amazingly important,”
added Stearns, the College Station builder. “A
western tree fairly close to the house will save
a tremendous amount of energy by providing
good shading.”
In the past 15 years, building science and
the research associated with it have provided
new insight into energy efficiency and home
construction, Stearns said.
“People are beginning to snap to the idea
that a home is a living, breathing thing,” he
said, “and its health depends on how it’s put
together and the parts used in it.”

A wall at the Whisper Valley amenity center, below, illustrates how the community’s
geothermal system works to heat and cool homes.
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237 homes ranging from about 1,100
square feet to 2,700 square feet, priced
from about $200,000 to around
$400,000. As of early July, 66 homes
had been sold and another 43 were
under construction. The development
will include 700 acres of green space,
anchored by a 600-acre park with hikeand-bike trails, greenbelts, an orchard
and organic gardens. Residents in the
first phase have access to an amenity
center with a gym and resort-style pool
heated by a geothermal system.
Boston-based Taurus Investment
Holdings is developing Whisper Valley with EcoSmart Solution, an Austin
subsidiary of Taurus, and working with
homebuilders Avi Homes and Pacesetter Homes.
“Every home in Whisper Valley is
designed and built to allow homeowners to control their energy destiny to
achieve net zero consumption, or to
even generate enough power to put it
onto the electric grid,” said Axel Lerche,
CEO of EcoSmart Solution. Lerche, a
tall, lively native of Germany, started
the company in order to provide Whisper Valley’s smart-home technology,
geothermal systems, solar arrays and
energy-efficient appliances.
Net zero consumption means a
home’s renewable energy system generates roughly the same amount of power
that the home consumes on an annual
basis. That’s not always feasible, so the
homes are connected to a utility’s electric system to ensure a continuous power supply. When a home generates more
power than it can use at any given time,
that power can go to a utility’s electric
grid and the homeowner is paid for that
Continued on page 23
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Jayme Howard, with dog Zoe, said she fell in love with her home and the neighborhood of Whisper Valley.

Continued from page 21
excess power.
Bluebonnet Electric Cooperative is providing underground electric lines that will serve
about 70 percent of the development, with
Austin Energy providing power to the remaining 30 percent.
“Whisper Valley was an amazing opportunity to start from scratch,” Lerche said. “We
were committed to smart land planning. One
of the keys was working with Bluebonnet to
understand the utility’s policies and business
to create a better infrastructure. But all that
has to be done from the beginning; otherwise,
it’s not feasible.”
One of the unique features of Whisper Valley is a community-wide, interconnected system of pipes that provide geothermal heating
and cooling for residents. The “geogrid” consists of vertical pipes in boreholes 300 to 360
feet deep at each home. These long pipes are
connected by horizontal pipes buried 6 feet
below ground. Each home has a 2- or 3-ton
Bosch geothermal heat pump in the attic.
The pump transfers the warmth or coolness
of the water into air that is further warmed or
cooled to the desired temperature and circulated through ductwork into the home.
The geogrid was installed at the same time
as the development’s other infrastructure,
long before any homes were built. The cost
of the geogrid is part of a home’s purchase
price. Each resident pays $60 per month to
EcoSmart, which covers the geogrid’s operabluebonnet.coop

I’ve got an 1,100-square-foot home with a dog door and
I keep the thermostat at 75 degrees. I haven’t had an
electric bill above $60.
— Jayme Howard

Whisper Valley resident

tion, maintenance, repair and warranty costs.
“The geogrid and geothermal heat pumps
in the homes result in a 60 to 70 percent reduction in energy demand,” Lerche said. That
equates to significantly lower electric bills for
Whisper Valley residents compared to homes
with traditional heating and cooling systems.
Each home’s roof-mounted solar array is capable of generating 4 to 6 kilowatts of power.
The homes are insulated with high-density
spray foam in the walls and enclosed attic
spaces. They include a technology package
that has Google Fiber high-speed internet
service, Nest smart home thermostats and
alarm systems, energy-efficient appliances
and wiring for electric vehicle chargers.
Jayme Howard and her two dogs, Cato
and Zoe, moved to Whisper Valley from San
Marcos in April. She loves the community’s
“vibe” and its sustainable living features, especially the solar arrays, energy-efficient homes
and community gardens.
“I’m originally from Las Vegas,” Howard
said, “so I can’t grow anything. But I buy the

produce grown at the community gardens
during the farmer’s markets we have.”
Howard works from home, so she really
appreciates the geothermal air conditioning.
“I’ve got an 1,100-square-foot home with a
dog door, and I keep the thermostat at 75 degrees,” she said. “I haven’t had an electric bill
above $60.”
Howard knew she was in the right place the
first time she saw her home.
“I didn’t want a big house,” she said. “I
looked at townhomes, but I have a 12-yearold lab who doesn’t do stairs. I just fell in love
with this house.”
Lerche said the key to Whisper Valley’s success is the willingness of everyone involved to
take a step in an energy-efficient and sustainable direction.
“We all knew there was a better way to develop land and design and build homes,” he
said. “We just had to find the right time and
the right place.”
For more information on Whisper Valley,
go to whispervalleyaustin.com.
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